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10. Viva The New! (9:02)
9. There Is No Difference. (5:27)
8. The Stick (10:55)
7. The Carrot (8:16)
6. Feel The Nonexistence. (7:57)
5. Dust (3:54)
4. Free Of Me! (6:17)
3. Absolute Truth Is Possible. (5:54)
2. Balloon Dreams (6:41)
1. Beautiful Humanity (4:33)
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Theory of the Spiritual Ensemble - The Tale Of The Golden King (2013)
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The Sours - S/T (2014)

Animals As Leaders - The Joy Of Motion (2014) (6)

The Psychedelic Ensemble - The Tale Of The Golden King (2013) (4)

Stellar Dan (10)
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